WHEN YOU NEED A CAR
For a Special Occasion

E V E R Y now and then there's a social event that almost demands you have a car for a play or an evening. In which case you'll find it mighty convenient to step into our station—select your car and be on the way—yourself at the wheel.

You rent a car in about two minutes. No long, tiresome questions. And our service has this decided advantage—the cost is so low you can afford to use a car frequently if you wish.

The only requirement is that you be qualified and competent to drive a car. That's all.

Next time you want to go somewhere—days, evenings or week-ends—we invite you to go in one of our cars. You'll like the service.

Ride in Groups and Split the Cost
It costs no more for two to ride in one of our cars. Plan a trip with three or four others—divvy the bill—and the cost to each is so small you'll never miss it.

HARVARD OUTPLAYS BEAVER GOLF TEAM
In its first match of the season, the golf team piled its skill against an experienced Harvard foursome who gave the visiting Woodland Country Club team on Monday. However, the Beavers showed a lack of practice which cost them the loss by the score of 2 to 1. Ed Yallop of Proctor scored the most scored the only win for the Woodland team by holing out from 3 inches on the last green. The match was an interesting one to watch, which came through in the last hole to overcome the obvious early lead of his opponent.

In the meantime, Messrs. Neil of Harvard defeated Newhall two up and one to play, William Moore '28 in the last hole of the Cricket course and two, and Jock Hutchison took a match from Joe Yates' eight and seven.

FOUR CLAY TENNIS COURTS ARE OPENED

With the fair clay courts in back of Walker being officially opened the tennis season at Technology is swinging into its full stride. Intercollegiate tennis is scheduled to get under way as well as the varsity and junior tennis teams which have been practicing for some time on the courts.

At 9:30 this afternoon the Beaver-Franklin match will again meet that of Cornell and Princeton in a formal match on Tech Field. The Engineers are playing a strong game this season and have a fair chance at a rest on Monday as a result following the two games won last week. Cornell continues its upswing, and the possibility of a delivered upset to match the Harvard advantage the last time the teams met.

Jim Hutchinson of the Crimson three Harvard defeated Newhall two up and one to play, William Moore '28 in the last hole of the Cricket course and two, and Jock Hutchison took a match from Joe Yates' eight and seven.
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